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Nordictrack act 10 elliptical review

The A.C.T. Commercial 10 is a top-rated elliptical with center drive by NordicTrack. Machines in NordicTrack’s A.C.T. Commercial Series aren’t actually commercial – they’re meant for home use – but they have a “club feel” because of high quality components. The Commercial 10 is the leading model in its line. It has a smooth drive, an adjustable
stride, and a 10”-wide touchscreen that lets you surf the web and access iFit Coach workout programs. Now on sale for $1,499 with a five-year parts warranty, the A.C.T. Commercial 10 elliptical is a great value for keeping fit at home. Made to train almost anyone, this fitness machine has adjustable stride and a wide range of resistance. Stride
settings are 18”, 20” and 22”, so each user can take natural strides and exercise with other settings to train muscles differently. Resistance comes from a 25-pound flywheel with 24 settings. Workout guidance on NordicTrack ellipticals is extensive. The Commercial 10 provides 35 built-in workout programs, plus with WiFi access it can run iFit Coach.
All programming is shown on the 10”-wide touchscreen. A subscription to the iFit Coach app can replace a gym or personal trainer, as it includes unlimited elliptical workout programs and hundreds of exercise videos to use away from your machine (for example, classes in yoga and kickboxing). The most engaging iFit Coach elliptical workouts are
immersive and interactive; you move with synchronized scenic views and can virtually exercise alongside a celebrity personal trainer. iFit Coach makes it easy to find workouts that match your ability level and preferences, as you can sort the choices by intensity level. Also, you’ll get customized workout recommendations each time you use the
elliptical. Fitness tracking, meal advice, sleep reminders and other features can be part of your iFit Coach experience too. Other specs for the NordicTrack A.C.T. Commercial 10 include a chest strap for wireless heart rate monitoring, a cup holder, a workout fan, and a sound system with 2” speakers for your MP3 player. Transport wheels are
attached for help repositioning the machine. Our Favorite Features Center drive machine style makes it easy to keep balance and a healthy posture for exercise Smooth resistance from a 25-pound drive with 24 tension levels Adjustable stride with settings from 18 to 22 inches Adjustable pedal angle for good biomechanics 10” touchscreen with web
browser 35 built-in workout routines Enabled for iFit Coach for adaptive personal training including unlimited elliptical workout programs with Google Maps Street View Wireless heart rate monitoring Compact machine size is practical for most homes User weight capacity of 350 pounds Excellent warranty including lifetime coverage for the frame,
five years for parts and two years for labor NordicTrack A.C.T. Commercial 10 Elliptical - Notable Specs: Our Least Favorite Features Does not have pedal incline Handlebars are basic, not multi-grip to support different workout poses Lacks a storage tray for your workout towel, smartphone and other accessories The Bottom Line The A.C.T.
Commercial 10 is a top elliptical deal in its price class. With adjustable stride and a high quality resistance system, it has excellent basics for comfortable and effective workouts. It’s also equipped with a 10” display for unlimited iFit Coach interactive workouts, on-board workouts and the web. Advanced elliptical trainees might prefer an elliptical with
incline and/or multi-grip handlebars, as these features help you focus on specific muscle groups… but generally speaking, the Commercial 10 elliptical is a great match for the typical individual or household. Getting ready for the ACT exam goes beyond just reviewing trigonometry and grammar rules. Doing well on the ACT requires pacing and
stamina so you can keep up your focus over hours of testing. So just how long is the ACT test? And how many questions do you have to answer per minute? Learn the ins and outs of ACT timing so you know how to maximize your time on the ACT. ACT Test Length The ACT is 2 hours and 55 minutes long (or 175 minutes), but 3 hours and 35 minutes
long (215 minutes) if you take the ACT Plus Writing. Each section is given in one chunk and takes between thirty and sixty minutes. Subject Area Total Questions Time (in minutes) English 75 45 Math 60 60 Reading 40 35 Science 40 35 Writing (Optional) 1 essay 40 You will receive just one 10-minute break after the Math section and a 5-minute
break after the multiple-choice sections if you are taking the ACT Plus Writing. Definitely use that time to stretch, drink some water, and have a snack, since you will be testing for over an hour before and after the break. Time Pressure on the ACT Despite the fact that the ACT is almost three hours long (or three and a half hours if you take the ACT
Plus Writing), the time pressure can be intense. This table illustrates about how much time you have to spend on each question on the ACT. Of course, in practice, your pacing will vary depending on question type and difficulty. But this gives you an idea of just how much you need to accomplish during each minute of the ACT. Subject Area
Approximate Time Per Question English 36 seconds Math 1 minute Reading 52 seconds Science 52 seconds The ACT’s sections are given in single chunks. This means that developing your stamina and focus will be key to doing well on the ACT. You could be the best mathematician in the world, but that won’t mean anything on the ACT unless you can
work quickly and keep your energy up for a full hour of math problems. Preparing for Each Section Let's talk about how to hone your time management skills on each of the four sections. English The English subject area will feel the fastest since you have to answer 75 questions in just 45 minutes. Especially if this is a challenging subject for you, take
time to practice not only the content but the pacing of this section. To improve your speed, start by giving yourself unlimited time on practice English sections. Then narrow that time to 60 minutes. Finally decrease that to 45 minutes. This will help you build accuracy and speed as well as get comfortable with the ACT’s format. Math The ACT math
section has 60 questions in 60 minutes. This is nice because it will be easy to keep track of pacing – try to average one question per minute. Similar to the English section, if that speed is difficult for you, start by giving yourself unlimited time to get used to the type of Math questions the ACT asks, then decrease that to 75 minutes, and finally 60. The
goal is to increase speed without sacrificing accuracy. Reading and Science Although they test very different subject areas, the ACT’s Reading and Science sections are formatted very similarly. Both sections deal with breaking down information – whether that is a chart, research report or a longer passage. As you study, develop a system. Will you
skim the passage or chart first and then read the questions, or will you read the questions first and then look at the information? Both systems can work equally well, so try both and figure out which one works best for you. Once you choose your system, practice so you can execute it smoothly. The goal is to be able to very quickly break down
passages and data without going so fast that you make mistakes. Dealing With Fatigue The best way to prepare for the ACT’s intense pacing, and to increase your test-taking stamina, is to take full, strictly-timed practice tests. If you can, take these on Saturday mornings, so you can prepare for your energy level during that time of day. Taking
practice tests will help you get used to the ACT’s format and pacing, especially in the English section where you have about 36 seconds per question. When you are taking practice tests, simulate actual test conditions as much as possible. Bubble in your answers to account for the slight bit of time that will take. Finally, if you are taking the ACT Plus
Writing, practice writing your essay after you do all of the multiple-choice sections. Yes, it’s definitely tough to write an essay after nearly three hours of multiple choice, but that's what you will have to do on test day. Practicing beforehand will give you the best chance of focusing and overcoming fatigue on the day of the ACT. Mark your calendar –
Saturdays are for practice tests! Test Day Tips to Deal With ACT Length The day of the test, you'll have woken up early that morning (possibly after being nervous and not sleeping well). You'll be two hours into the test, and you might feel an energy crash. What do you do? Here are quick tips: Eat a nutritious breakfast that isn't too greasy or sweet.
Complex carbohydrates can give you lasting energy. Always take advantage of breaks. Use the restroom even if you don't fully feel like you need to, since you don't want to have to use the bathroom in the middle of the test. Bring a snack and water so you can replenish your energy and thirst without wandering through the school halls. What’s Next?
Looking for ACT practice tests? We've compiled links to free, official ACT practice tests. Now that you are prepared for the ACT’s pacing, get other advice for doing your best on test day. Read our test day tips so you can be both mentally and physically prepared for the ACT. Where is the best place to take the ACT? Read our guide to find the best
testing location near you. What's a good ACT score? Read our guide to figure out the ACT target score you should be aiming for. Want to improve your ACT score by 4+ points? Download our free guide to the top 5 strategies you need in your prep to improve your ACT score dramatically.
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